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Battery electrification will play a key role in many sectors reaching Net Zero.  
To accelerate this transition in the UK we need to understand the opportunities for 
collaboration across these sectors, and also where the most significant challenges 
lie. This work has sought to identify the strategic priorities for these different 
sectors and the performance targets needed to enable economically viable 
electrification – a complex and challenging landscape. 

Evolution or Revolution?

AS WE LOOK TO MEET NET ZERO CARBON EMISSIONS BY 2050, ELECTRIFICATION 
IS NO LONGER JUST ABOUT ELECTRIC CARS – IT HAS TO REACH INTO ALL FORMS 
OF TRANSPORT AS WELL AS PLAYING A PART IN OUR ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM. TO HELP COMPANIES AND RESEARCH INSTITUTES DEVELOP THE RIGHT 
TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE VARIED NEEDS OF THESE SECTORS, IT IS ESSENTIAL 
TO UNDERSTAND THEIR REQUIREMENTS, AND HAVE QUANTIFIED TARGETS FOR 
FUTURE PERFORMANCE AGAINST WHICH TO ASSESS THEIR VALIDITY.”
Prof. David Greenwood, Director for Industrial Engagement, WMG

THE FARADAY BATTERY CHALLENGE WAS FOUNDED ON THE 
COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITY AND TECHNICAL TARGETS ASSOCIATED 

WITH THE MASS ADOPTION OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES. 3 YEARS ON, 
GREAT PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE BUT WITH THE ADDITIONAL AND 

WIDER COMMITMENT TO NET ZERO BY 2050, IT IS CLEAR THAT THIS 
IS JUST A SUBSET OF AN EVEN WIDER PICTURE REQUIRING NEW 

SOLUTIONS. THIS REPORT CLEARLY DISTILLS THAT WIDER CHALLENGE 
AND PRESENTS GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE UK.“

Tony Harper, ISCF Challenge Director – Faraday Battery Challenge

When looking at the energy and power density 
requirements and considering the priorities of each 
sector it became apparent that it the majority of 
requirements could be classified into 4 key clusters.

► Energy focused cost sensitive:
 The applications fundamentally need energy  
 at the lowest cost, the financial viability is  
 the primary limiting factor for wide spread  
 application

► Energy focused weight and power sensitive:  
 The applications fundamentally need energy  
 but need to reach an improved level of energy  
 and power density to work effectively.

► Power focused cost sensitive:
 The applications need to handle power at the  
 lowest cost, the financial viability is the primary  
 limiting factor for wider application.

► Power focused weight sensitive:
 The applications need to handle power but  
 need reduced weight to work effectively.

The majority of these sectors needs may be met 
by evolution at all stages of the process from 
electrochemistry through to pack manufacture 
(any revolutionary change will offer an incremental 
benefit) however for the Energy Focused Weight 
and Power sensitive cluster some form of 
revolutionary change will be required. This will 
need to start with the electrochemistry but also 
cascade all the way through to pack level changes.
The sectors within each of these clusters will also 
vary in terms of the performance metrics which are 
critical to achieve to enable viable electrification 
at scale. This variation in requirements will also be 
reflected in the range of chemistry and engineering 
solutions required.

 Conclusion

Future battery developments will enable significant 
penetration of electrification across a wide variety 
of sectors, however, it will not be the single solution 
to meet all future decarbonisation targets and it will 
sit alongside other energy sources and vectors like 
H2 and synthetic / bio fuels as part of a total 
energy strategy.
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Electrification using batteries will be a significant contributor to meeting Net 
Zero in many sectors. This study considers applications where electrification 
is possible and commercially viable if the performance requirements posed 
can be reached – in some areas this requires evolution, whereas others 
require revolution of battery technology.

In 2017, the Automotive Council and Advanced Propulsion Centre (APC) developed a set of eight targets 
in consensus with industry and academia. These targets set out performance improvements deemed both 
necessary and achievable with a concerted effort to enable mass uptake of automotive electric vehicles 
and have provided a direction of travel for research, innovation and scale up of battery technology.

This report has been produced through the close collaboration between the APC, APC Spoke community, 
Faraday and WMG to ensure that the targets are set consistently. This report is also aligned with the soon 
to be published refreshed APC and Aerospace Technology Institute roadmaps.

Introduction

To understand the direction of travel, potential for 
cross sector collaboration, and where the most 
significant technology challenges lie for multiple 
sectors, this work initially set out to review the 
requirements and establish targets for different 
sectors in relation to the eight performance areas, 
these being cost, energy density, power density, 
first life, predictability, thermal operating range, 
safety and recyclability. 

This process revealed both the complexity of 
the landscape and the opportunity to refine 
the definitions of the target themes, with key 
performance clusters becoming apparent 
representing several applications. 

For ease of visualisation across sectors a simple 
Ragone plot shows these clusters of applications 
with broadly similar battery technology 
requirements. This was working from the cell 
technology level to inform the electrochemistry 
research, however, pack-level development is 
equally important.

These clusters each have key strategic drivers, 
and within each cluster the balance of priorities 
of the different performance attributes varies 
for each sector further informs and defines the 
technology developments required.

The aim of this document is to set a baseline 
to instigate debate and invite contributions 
on the challenges and priorities across sectors.
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Sectors have been grouped by similarities in power and energy density requirements, 
as well as cost and weight requirements.

Sector Battery Priorities: 
Power versus Energy Four Distinct Clusters

►  Power focused but weight sensitive:  
Cost and volumetric density will still  
be factors

►  Energy focused but cost sensitive:  
Applications which may be willing to 
trade attributes e.g. worse volumetric 
density to achieve cost targets

►  Energy focused but weight and power 
sensitive: Energy hungry but still need 
power at a weight limit

►  Power focused but cost sensitive: 
Supports volume hybridisation of 
powertrains.
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Within the energy focused region the cost 
sensitive area is fundamentally looking 
for energy at the lowest cost, either initial 
purchase (automotive) or operating cost 
(energy storage & trucks). 

There appears to be an emerging requirement for lower 
cost mobility where industries will trade volumetric 
energy density and other attributes for cost.

Energy storage will be dominated by total operating cost, 
however, further investigation of the segment is required 
to understand if grid voltage stabilisation needs can be 
met by large scale energy storage attributes.

Within the weight and power sensitive region, as well as 
the increasing gravimetric density, it requires a significant 
improvement in continuous power capability (both 
charge and discharge) throughout the state of charge 
window. This is a key enabler for performance auto (road 
cars and motorsport) where industries don’t want to carry 
oversized packs to enable consistent performance. 

Cross Sector Targets 
at Cell level 2025-
2030 – Energy Focus 5000
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WITHIN THE WEIGHT & 
POWER SENSITIVE REGION, 

AS WELL AS THE INCREASING 
GRAVIMETRIC DENSITY, IT REQUIRES 
A SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN 
CONTINUOUS POWER CAPABILITY.”
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Energy Focused  
Cost Sensitive  

(Volume auto baseline)
Power Density Energy 

Density Cost Cost

1st Life 
Years

Discharge 
Power 
density  

Continuous  
(W/kg)

Charge 
Acceptance 
Continuous  
C rate (C) 

Cell 
(Wh/kg)

Cell 
($/

kWh)

Pack 
($/

kWh)

2020 516 1.5 280 95 135 8

2025 550 2.5 300 80 107 10

2030 600 3.5 320 68 87 10

2035 600 4 340 58 73 10

Cross Sector 
Variance

+ 200 0.5 20 15 25 10

- 300 3 120 10 10 0

This is not a prediction of the ultimate physics 
achievable for each attribute but the likely trade 
that will be made to meet the key strategic 
drivers. Benchmark data should be used to 
support proposals that show a significant variance 
from these assumptions.

The volume automotive (private ownership) key 
strategic drivers are for lower pack level cost 
and better continuous charge acceptance, whilst 
maintaining or improving energy density levels.

However, other energy focsued cost sensitive 
sectors will have different priorities e.g. low cost / 
efficient mobility, and might trade energy density 
for lower cost. Energy storage might pay more for 
intial cell cost if the whole life business equation 
was better.  Mobility services will shift the cost 
focus to operating pence per mile and consider 
higher energy throughput with potentially lower 
calendar life.

Research and Manufacturing 
Challenges:
►  Cell level - electrochemical deletion of 

high cost materials, manufacturing process 
improvements (energy and time reduction) 
e.g. dry printing.

►  Cell and pack level - better charge acceptance, 
detail cell changes combined with thermal 
management and battery management system 
strategies enabled by better understanding of 
degradation mechanisms.

►  Pack level cost reduction - greater  
cell to pack to vehicle integration.

Energy Focused Cost Sensitive 
Targets will vary according to each battery application within each subsector. 
For this grouping a typical volume automotive balance of attributes has  
been assumed and a guide to how these might vary across subsectors is 
shown by the relative prioritisation shown in table on page 14-15. 

This cluster is dominated by emerging applications 
and the balance of requirements may change 
depending on the feasibility to hit future targets 
e.g. if continuous charge acceptance remains a 
challenge do the application investigate battery 
swap technologies? Benchmark data should be 
used to support proposals that show a significant 
variance from these assumptions.

The key strategic drivers for this sector are driven 
by the aero applications’ need for both energy 
and power density combined with safety. In 
addition, the worst case requirement for power 
density is at low state of charge and towards 
the end of life. This is common across all the 
subsectors that want a sustained performance 
throughout the state of charge range, either for 
consistency of performance feel in performance, 
auto, or for safety in achieving the mission 
profile in aerospace.

Research and Manufacturing 
Challenges:
►  Cell level - very high energy density 

electrochemistries primarily around Li 
metal anodes with good power handling 
capabilities.

►  Cell and pack level - better charge 
acceptance, cell changes combined 
with thermal management and battery 
management system strategies, enabled 
by better understanding of degradation 
mechanisms and cell instrumentation.

►  Pack level - cell to pack weight 
 efficiency Gctp %.

Energy Focused Weight  
and Power Sensitive
For this cluster an eVTOL / lighweight aircraft balance of attributes  
has been assumed but this is a walk from existing automotive power 
optimised technology. 

Energy Focused Weight 
and Power Sensitive Power Density Energy 

Density Cost

1st Life 
Years

Discharge 
Power 
density  

Continuous  
(W/kg)

Charge 
Acceptance 
Continuous  
C rate (C) 

Cell  
(Wh/kg)

Cell  
($/kWh)

2020 1000 2 260 120 8

2025 1600 3 375 130 10

2030 2200 4 450 110 10

2035 2300 5 525 90 10

Cross Sector 
Variance

+ 300 1 100 50 5

- 500 1 100 10 8
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Power Focused  
Cost Sensitive Power Density Energy 

Density Cost

1st Life 
Years

Discharge 
Power 
density  

Continuous  
(W/kg)

Charge 
Acceptance 
Continuous  
C rate (C) 

Cell  
(Wh/kg)

Cell  
($/kWh)

2020 2000 5C 180 150 8

2025 2200 5C 190 130 10

2030 2400 5C 200 110 10

2035 2600 5C 210 90 10

Cross Sector 
Variance

+ 1000 2 40 30 10

- 1500 1 80 20 0

Power Focused  
Weight Sensitive Power Density Energy 

Density Cost

1st Life 
Years

Discharge 
Power 
density  

Continuous  
(W/kg)

Charge 
Acceptance 
Continuous  
C rate (C) 

Cell  
(Wh/kg)

Cell  
($/kWh)

2020 5000 12 120 180 8

2025 5800 12 135 140 10

2030 6500 12 160 120 10

2035 7500 12 190 90 10

Cross Sector 
Variance

+ 5000 4 20 200 10

- 1000 2 80 10 9

Power Focused Weight Sensitive
This cluster is focused around very high performance hybridisation centred 
on applications that require a balance of power and energy e.g. very high 
performance PHEVs or fuel cell range extender concepts. 

The extreme power bookend is F1 KERS type 
technology, however, the costs are grounded 
on more consumer based propositions. Pack 
level energy densities and cost targets have not 
been defined due to the high level variation 
in applications driving significant unknown 
variations, however, volume automotive cell to 
pack ratios could be used as a starting point.

The key strategic driver for this cluster is power 
handling with minimal weight impact and a range 
of energy density requirements. Cost is less of a 
consideration than volume automotive, however, 
it still has to have a sustainable business case  
and will not be met with niche hand build  
cell technologies.

Research and Manufacturing 
Challenges:
►  Cell level - very high power density 

electrochemistries and detailed cell 
engineering.

►  Cell and pack level - better charge 
acceptance, cell changes combined 
with thermal management and battery 
management system strategies enabled 
by better understanding of degradation 
mechanisms and cell instrumentation.

►  Pack level cost reduction - Cell to pack  
weight efficiency Gctp %.

Pack level energy densities and cost targets have 
not been defined due to the high level variation 
in applications driving significant unknown 
variations. However, volume automotive cell to 
pack ratios could be used as a starting point.

The key strategic driver for this cluster is transient 
power handling at an affordable price. The 
applications would benefit from increased power 
and energy density but not at the expense of cost. 
With mild hybrids becoming standard fit across 
the industry the financial element will remain the 
key focus. The technology for these applications 
maybe the starting point for some hybrid rail 
applications whose cost focus is whole life 
rather than initial purchase price.

Research and Manufacturing 
Challenges:
►  Cell level - electrochemical deletion of 

high cost materials, manufacturing process 
improvements (energy and time reduction) e.g. 
dry printing.

►  Cell and pack level - better charge acceptance, 
detail cell changes combined with thermal 
management and BMS strategies, enabled 
by better understanding of degradation 
mechanisms.

►  Pack level - greater cell to pack  
efficiency Gctp %.

Power Focused Cost Sensitive
This cluster is focused around volume automotive hybridisation and includes 
batteries for automotive fuel cell applications. The balance of attributes 
may be similar to those required by other internal combustion engine 
hybridisation applications, for example, a possible relative prioritisation 
has been shown for a hybrid rail application. However, this and other sector 
applications ranging from marine to off highway are less mature than 
automotive and may drive a divergence of requirements. 
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Critical Research 
Priorities to Meet Future 
Requirements

Power Density Energy Density Cost 1st Life Safety Temperature Predictability / 
Modeling

Recyclability

Energy Focused 
Cost Sensitive

Energy Focused 
Weight 

and Power 
Sensitive

Power 
Focused Weight 

Sensitive

Power Focused
Cost Sensitive

Energy Storage 

Volume Automotive

Low Cost, Efficient Mobility 

e-Motorbikes

Light Goods Vehicle

Heavy Goods Vehicle

Hybrid Rail

Marine

Performance Auto

All Electric Aero

eVTOL

Very High Performance Hybrids

Range Extender Hybrids

Hybrid-Rail

Full Hybrid & Mild Hybrid
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Medium

Low
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Medium
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High
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Medium

Medium
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Medium
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Low
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Low
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Low
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Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Critial

High

Medium
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Medium

Medium
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Medium
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Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Critical

Critical

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

 (whole life cost)
Critical

Improvements to current technology may be beneficial to the sector but not at the 
expense of higher priorities.

The viability of the sector to grow is dependent on these targets.
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Common research agenda supports all sectors and subsectors, however, application 
within the sectors will be dependent on legislation and competitive tension.

Targets across the sectors

2020 2025 2030 2035

•    Functional SoX 
monitoring (state of 
charge, health, power).

•    5 minutes containment 
(no visible smoke or 
flames in vehicle). 

•     Development of 
standards & certification 
methodologies for 
emerging sectors.

•    Physics based SoX 
monitoring (state of 
charge, health, power). 

•     Detection of degradation 
mechanisms leading to 
thermal event. 

•    5 minutes containment 
(no visible smoke or 
flames in vehicle).

•    Development of 
standards & certification 
methodologies for 
emerging sectors.

•    Safety critical capable 
SoX monitoring (state of 
charge, health, power). 

•     Detection & mitigation 
of thermal event onset 
phase at subsystem 
level. 

•     Full containment at 
pack level for extended 
duration.

•    Safety critical capable 
SoX monitoring (state of 
charge, health, power). 

•    Detection & mitigation 
of thermal event onset 
phase at subsystem 
level. 

•     Full containment at 
pack level.

Safety Targets

2020 2025 2030 2035

•    Smaller operating 
window with reduced 
performance versus ICE.

•    Smaller operating 
window with reduced 
performance versus ICE.

•    Match ICE operating 
window with reduced 
performance.

•    Match ICE operating 
window with minimal 
performance reduction.

Temperature Targets

2020 2025 2030 2035

•    Re-use equivalent to EoL 
liability. 

•    End of Life -$4/kg pack 
liability.

•    Re-use less than EoL 
liability. 

•    End of Life -$2/kg pack 
liability.

•    Re-use an asset. 

•    End of Life -$0/kg pack 
liability.

•    Re-use as a large scale 
business. 

•    End of life -pack as an 
asset.

Recyclability Targets - Excluding EoL directive

2020 2025 2030 2035

•    Multiphysics models 
for electrochemical 
and thermal simulation 
using extensive 
parameterisation.

•    Multiphysics models 
for electrochemical 
performace, ageing, 
mechanical integrity, 
thermal and propagation 
using reduced 
parameterisation.

•    Ability to generate 
multiphysics models 
for electrochemical 
performance, 
ageing, mehcanical 
integrity, thermal, and 
propagation simulation 
with minimised 
parameterisation.

•    Ability to generate 
multiphysics models 
for electrochemical 
performance, 
ageing, mehcanical 
integrity, thermal, and 
propagation simulation 
without parameterisation 
for known  
electrochemistries.

Predicatability / Modelling Targets
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Summary

►  Shows the diversity of requirements for cross  
 sector batteries

►  Sets targets for future research out to 2035,  
 starting with a 2020 status and evolving   
 into targets that balance the level of stretch  
 with the theoretical art of the possible from  
 current known technologies.

►  Shows the relative prioritisation of battery  
 attributes for each sector

►  Can be used to help generate more detailed  
 technology roadmaps by the likes of the APC  
 and the ATI

►  Helps to set the battery research agenda

The challenge has been that for some sectors their 
requirements are either relatively immature or 
confidential in nature. Therefore, we have had to 
make a judgement based on our own research and 
experience of developing electrified concepts in 
order to develop a balanced set of battery attributes 
that are taken in context with their strategic drivers. 

These targets may not stretch any individual attribute 
significantly but the overall combination is where 
the target stretch happens, for example the energy 
focused cost sensitive cluster may even reduce the 
requirements for improvements in energy density 
if it can liberate a cost improvement. Therefore, 
it’s a more evolutionary approach. However, other 
requirements e.g. energy focused weight and power 
sensitive are more revolutionary requiring significant 
developments in electrochemistry.

Costs for the lower volume and emerging sectors 
have been the hardest to targets to develop. There 
are 3 key factors driving cost, the fundamental 
electrochemistry (materials) used, the capacity of the 
factory you make them in (this does link to cell Ah) 
and the scale you buy them in. Therefore, we have 
primarily considered the likely electrochemistry cost 
and assumed they will be made and bought in large 
scale. For more niche applications these cost targets 
are really a guide for the direction of travel and the 
minimum potential cost.

Because each application can bring with it very 
particular requirements the aim has been to 
generate a single compatible target set for each 
cluster from which the technology gap and future 
research direction can be assessed. We are looking 
for agreement across the battery community that 
these targets communicate the right message in 
terms strategic priorities, technology gaps and 
direction of travel rather than focusing too much  
on the exact cell energy density or charge rate.

We would appreciate any feedback either 
concurrence or suggestions for modification  
and improvements via the KTN Cross Sector  
Battery Systems Innovation Network group 
meetings or through the website  
https://ktn-uk.org/energy/batteries

The aim of this discussion document is to ultimately deliver a report for the 
Faraday Battery Challenge and the UK battery sector that:

BATTERIES ARE A KEY BUILDING BLOCK TO A NET ZERO FUTURE, WHETHER IT IS  
FOR TRANSPORT, ENERGY OR OTHER APPLICATIONS. CONSISTENT TARGETING 

SETTING ACROSS INDUSTRY SECTORS HELPS TO ALIGN RESEARCH AGENDAS  
AND ACCELERATE PROGRESS. DUE TO THE IMPORTANCE OF BATTERIES TO 

THE FUTURE OF THE AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR AND VICE VERSA, THE ADVANCED 
PROPULSION CENTRE (APC) HAS ACTIVELY SUPPORTED THIS WORK.”

Dave OudeNijeweme, Head of Technology Trends, Advanced Propulsion Centre 

https://ktn-uk.org/energy/batteries
https://ktn-uk.org/energy/batteries
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